PROJECT.

AUSTRALIAN PAYMENTS NETWORK

APCA – now The Australian Payments Network
– approached Lotus to provide an acoustically
mindful and stylish solution for their Barangaroo
office. Lotus pride themselves on high quality
results that are easily adaptable and tailored to
each client. This was certainly the case with what
was achieved at APCA, and we were proud to work
with the other project stakeholders to successfully
deliver this project.

ARCHITECT.
WMK Architecture
BUILDER.
FDC
LOCATION.
Sydney, Australia
PRODUCTS.
Lotus Operable Walls and Glazed Opera Systems

SCOPE
The proposed install space - a meeting and multi-purpose room - was directly next to the reception and lounge areas of
the APCA office, and as such there were a few acoustic design considerations that needed to be taken into account when
planning.

THE SPACE
Overall, the look and feel of the APCA office space is very contemporary and spacious, consistent with the rest of the
Barangaroo Office Tower complex. APCA have employed a neutral colour palette in their foyer area, with clean design
lines created by an angled reception desk and natural timber floors featuring an oversized herringbone design.
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THE SPACE CONT.
Open office spaces like this are fantastic for creating an engaging
atmosphere for a business, as they encourage employees to collaborate
and converse. They do however also present an additional challenge for
architects, as they require the implementation of acoustically efficient
fit-out solutions, to make sure that visitors and employees can have
uninterrupted discussions when they need them.
As specialists within the office sector, Lotus were familiar with the
inherent challenges of a space like this, and ready for the task of
creating an efficient and visually pleasing solution.
Lotus Opera System

THE SOLUTION
Our Operable Wall Systems needed to be seamlessly integrated into the
existing aesthetic.
The Lotus Opera was the perfect addition to perimeter of the space,
with its defined black borders and sleek glass panels. The use of glass
allowed separate areas of the office to be visually connected while
still acoustically separate, supporting light transfer from one space to
another and maximising the natural light from the windows. The use of
natural light in office spaces has been proven to have a range of positive
effects on employees, and as such we aim to make the most of natural
illumination when it is available.

Lotus Operable Wall

The Fineline Operable Wall on the other hand was used as a divisional
wall running through the space. As with our entire product range, the
Operable Wall is completely customisable, resulting in a solution for
APCA that is completely cohesive with the existing aesthetic. As user
experience is always a top priority for us, directional diverters were
used in all tracks and stack bays, helping to make the walls very easy to
manoeuvre and optimising their general useability.
Overall, the results achieved at APCA provided a highly flexible, stylish
and user-friendly solution, fitting perfectly with the rest of the office
space.

Lotus Opera System
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